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Freight Alerts (Lastest Update: 11.30.22)

Weekly  Update                                              11.30.22

California Diesel trending down but still 
impacting on our Truckers & Cost of 
Business. Diesel avg. $6.05 in California.

Commodity Check

Inventory Check (Lastest Update: 11.30.22)

Tight/ Limited:  All Radishes, Baby Beets, Starfruit, Baby Lettuces, Sweet 

Gem Lettuce, Artisan Lettuce, Baby Corn, Gold Tomatoes, Chervil, Kennebec, 

Kumatoes, Potatoes, Tatsoi. Gapping: Tamarillos,  Ramps,  Porcini, Green 

Tomatoes (Gas Green), Longan Fruit, Seville Oranges, Lychee Nuts, Mixed 

Melons. Coming Soon: Winter Citrus.

 Industry News
Cold causes lettuce production delays in 
desert region. (producebluebook)

Port congestion returing to pre-Covid 
normal in Southern California. (freshfruitportal)

Global mango market to grow 5% by 2029, 
study projects. (freshfruitportal)

Fruits Quality Price
Limes Rising Rising
Oranges Steady Rising
Blueberries Rising Steady
Blackberries Steady Steady
Raspberries Steady Steady
Strawberries Falling Rising
Avocados Steady Falling
Apples Steady Steady
Watermelon Rising Rising
Tomatoes Steady Rising

Vegetables Quality Price
Asparagus Steady Rising
Celery Rising Falling
Bell Peppers Steady Falling
Carrots Steady Rising
Potatoes Falling Rising
Garlic Steady Steady
Shallots Steady Steady
Squash Rising Rising
Onions Steady Steady
Cauliflower Rising Falling

Leaf & Lettuce Steady Rising

Green Onions - Demand Exceeds Supply
Cold weather and hail damage in Mexico has caused active 
markets. Look for this trend to continue to the end of the year.

Potatoes 
Supplies got short over the holiday week, and will continue 
to be snug on bigger sized spuds for the rest of the winter. 
Growers are expecting to be short on product again, so we 
could see an active summer.

Strawberries - Demand Exceeds Supply
Supplies remain dismal and rain in the forecast for Oxnard 
and Santa Maria this week will not help matters. Quality is 
poor, with small berries, white shoulder, and decay being 
found in cases packed. Orders are being prorated and 
pushed loading days as shippers try to fill orders as best they 
can. Mexico transfers are slow to cross.

Lettuce & Leaf - Demand Exceeds Supply
Cold weather in Yuma and Mexico has continued to slow 
the plant growth and continues to create a shortage in the 
pipeline. Quality overall has been better, but we should 
expect to see active markets through the front part of 
December.

https://www.producebluebook.com/2022/11/23/cold-causes-lettuce-production-delays-in-desert-region/
https://www.freshfruitportal.com/news/2022/11/25/port-congestion-returning-to-pre-covid-normal-in-southern-california/
https://www.freshfruitportal.com/news/2022/11/28/global-mango-market-to-grow-5-by-2029-study-projects/


*Potatoes - Supplies got short over the 
holiday week, and will continue to be snug on 
bigger sized spuds for the rest of the winter. 
Growers are expecting to be short on product 
again, so we could see an active summer.
*Broccoli & Cauliflower - Demand Exceeds 
Supply - Cold weather in Yuma and Mexico 
has caused a shortage in supplies. Broc and 
cauli do not handle well in cold weather. 
Weather for the upcoming weeks looks 
average, so hopefully we will see better 
conditions upon us soon.
Tomatoes -Tomatoes remain demand exceed.  
Tomatoes are coming from Mainland Mexico, 
Baja Mexico and a very small bit from Southern 
California. Round Tomatoes -  Mexico is the only 
real supplier to the West Coast and they have 
very limited numbers. Large sizes – 4x4 & 4x5’s 
are extremely short.  5x5, 5x6 and Large loose 
are in better supply by still short.  The situation 
on rounds will not get better until mid-January 
when the main growing areas of Mexico get 
going.  Roma tomatoes are showing signs of 
coming off as suppliers get better numbers.  
Grapes and Cherries remain snug, with better 
supplies on grapes than cherries.
Watermelon, Seedless -  Sonora Mexico has 
starting production in a light way.  Quality looks 
very good but there is not enough volume yet 
to bring prices down.  We will continue to see 
higher than normal prices until multiple areas 
come online. 

Information is subject to daily weather and market 
fluctuations and is meant to be used as a guide.

looking much better and tasting sweet as well. 
We are not up to full speed on production side 
yet and prices are still high as of now.
*Green Onions - Demand Exceeds Supply. 
Cold weather and hail damage in Mexico has 
caused active markets. Look for this trend to 
continue through the end of the year.
Blackberries -  MX is the main supplier now that 
California is wrapped up. Quality and supply are 
struggle, as we see some mildew from the recent 
rain events down in the growing regions.
Raspberries - Mexico is the major supplier. 
Supplies are good and quality is decent.
Blueberries -Peru is the major supplier right 
now, with fruit trickling in from Mexico. Quality 
overall is decent, but we are seeing some aged 
fruit coming in. Winter months are usually the 
worst time of year for blues, as they arrive after 
long voyages on ships Coupled with delays at 
the ports, markets will remain active.
Squash -  Supplies out of Mainland MX are 
plentiful with product crossing through Nogales. 
Markets are coming off as demand drops. 
Quality has improved.
*Strawberries -  Demand Exceeds Supply 
Supplies remain dismal and rain in the forecast 
for Oxnard and Santa Maria this week will not 
help matters. Quality is poor, with small berries, 
white shoulder, and decay being found in cases 
packed. Orders are being prorated and pushed 
loading days as shippers try to fill orders as best 
they can. Mexico transfers are slow to cross.

Asparagus -  Supplies remain light out of 
Mexico. Southern Baja is still dealing with the 
aftermath of the hurricane from September.  
Mainland MX is experiencing unseasonably 
cold nights that is also causing low yields. 
Suppliers continue to import Jumbo/XL from 
Peru, but available supplies are dropping. We 
are beginning to see some XL/Jumbos from 
MX, but these sizes remain in a Demand 
exceeds supply situation as well.  Quality 
remains good and markets are rising rapidly. 
Jumbo/XL is extremely limited.
Avocados - MX continues with good supplies 
on all sizes. Overall quality is good and markets 
are steady.
Bell Peppers - New crop out of Coachella has 
started on green bells. Red bells are finishing up 
and will transition to Coachella. Markets remain 
high. Quality is good.
*Leaf & Lettuce -  Demand Exceeds Supply.  
Cold weather in Yuma and Mexico has 
continued to slow the plant growth and 
continues to create a shortage in the pipeline. 
Quality overall has been better, but we should 
expect to see active markets through the 
front part of December.
Garlic - Demand Exceeds Supply Lack of 
supplies from China has caused a demand 
exceeds supply situation.
Oranges -  Oranges are starting to transition 
into Navels, the first of the new crop has been 
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Weekly Specialties
Fresh on the Market!

702.897.8522
www.getfreshsales.com

Full Crop Report
What to know in the fields.

Lady Apples
12 Lb Case

Cherries (Chile) $$$
11 lb Unit

Tri-Colored Carrots
25 Lb Bag




